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Zusammenfassung des wissenschaftlichen Inhalts 
(Prof. Dr. Mikael Simons) 

Myelin ist eine multilamelläre Membran, die von Oligodendrozyten im ZNS zur schnellen 
Erregungsfortleitung generiert wird. Große Teile des Gehirns bestehen aus Myelin, 
insbesondere die tiefer liegende weiße Substanz des Gehirns, die aus Millionen langer, von 
weißlichem Myelin umhüllten Axonen besteht. 

Mikael Simons und sein Team (MPI für Experimentelle Medizin und der Abteilung für 
Neurologie der Universität Göttingen) gingen der Frage nach wie Myelin gebildet wird. Fest 
steht, dass für die Bildung des Myelin Gliazellen, sogenannte Oligodendrozyten 
verantwortlich sind, deren Zellfortsätze sich mehrfach um die Axone winden. 

Doch wie wickeln Oligodendrozyten ihre Membran um das Axon und wie wird das Myelin-
Wachstum gesteuert? Um dies herauszufinden, haben die Wissenschaftler die Myelinbildung 
in seiner Entwicklung untersucht und jetzt die Wachstumszone identifizieren können. Dabei 
fanden sie heraus, dass sich die innerste Membranschicht um das Axon windet und sich 
gleichzeitig entlang des Axons nach außen bewegt. Durch hochauflösende und 
dreidimensionale elektronenmikroskopische Aufnahmen konnten die Wissenschafter 



feststellen, dass sich während der Entwicklung tunnelähnliche Transportwege in der 
Myelinmembran bilden. Entlang dieser Transportwege wird das neu synthetisierte Material 
befördert, bevor es schließlich in der sich ausbreitenden Membran eingebaut wird. 

Wenn der Wachstumsprozess abgeschlossen ist, schließen sich die Tunnel im Myelin wieder 
und die Materialzufuhr kommt zum Erliegen. Dies geschieht bei Menschen erst sehr spät. 
Neugeborene enthalten nur wenige Bereiche mit umhüllten Fasern. In Kindheit und Jugend 
nimmt das Ausmaß der Myelinisierung kontinuierlich zu. Erst im Jungendalter sind alle 
Hirnregionen voll versorgt. Bisher ist man davon ausgegangen, dass nach Abschluss der 
Myelinbildung die Membran nicht weiterwachsen kann. Die Wissenschaftler konnten zeigen, 
dass durch die künstliche Erhöhung eines wichtigen Signalsstoffes (Phosphatidylinositol 
(3,4,5)-triphosphate), das Wachstum wieder in Gang gesetzt werden kann, da sich dadurch 
die Tunnel zum Transport der Membran im Myelin neu öffnen. Damit das Netzwerk der 
Nerven intakt bleibt, muss also immer wieder neues Myelin nachgeliefert werden. Diese 
Mechanismen sind nicht nur zum Verständnis der normalen Gehirnentwicklung von 
Bedeutung, sondern könnten auch bei der Entwicklung von neuen therapeutischen 
Strategien der Myelin-Reparatur bei Erkrankungen wie der Multiplen Sklerose hilfreich sein. 
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SUMMARY

Central nervous system myelin is a multilayered
membrane sheath generated by oligodendrocytes
for rapid impulse propagation. However, the underly-
ing mechanisms of myelin wrapping have remained
unclear. Using an integrative approach of live imag-
ing, electron microscopy, and genetics, we show
that new myelin membranes are incorporated adja-
cent to the axon at the innermost tongue. Sim-
ultaneously, newly formed layers extend laterally,
ultimately leading to the formation of a set of closely
apposed paranodal loops. An elaborated system of
cytoplasmic channels within the growing myelin
sheath enables membrane trafficking to the leading
edge. Most of these channels close with ongoing
development but can be reopened in adults by
experimentally raising phosphatidylinositol-(3,4,5)-
triphosphate levels, which reinitiates myelin growth.
Our model can explain assembly of myelin as amulti-
layered structure, abnormal myelin outfoldings in
neurological disease, and plasticity of myelin biogen-
esis observed in adult life.

INTRODUCTION

In the vertebrate nervous system, axons are ensheathed with

myelin, which is one of the most remarkable and complex trans-

formations of a plasma membrane (Jessen and Mirsky, 2005;

Sherman and Brophy, 2005; Salzer et al., 2008). More than 60
years after the seminal discovery demonstrating that myelin

is made by axon-associated glial cells, and not by the axon itself

(Ben Geren, 1954), the molecular mechanisms by which the

myelin sheath is wrapped around the axon are still largely

unknown. This is due in part to the physical limitations of visual-

izing membrane dynamics at the nanometer scale and the time

span involved (i.e., days in vivo). Even if it represents ‘‘textbook

knowledge’’ that oligodendrocytes wrap myelin around an axon

by steering a leading process that stays in close contact with the

axon, we have almost no experimental data to substantiate this

claim. Does the leading edge resemble a glial growth cone-like

extension related to the one that drives axonal outgrowth in

developing neurons? It has also become apparent that myelin

is a dynamically active structure (Young et al., 2013) that can pro-

vide metabolic support to associated axons (Fünfschilling et al.,

2012; Lee et al., 2012). However, it remains completely unclear

how molecules reach the innermost myelin layer, i.e., passing

through a multilamellar stack of membranes.

A number of different models have been proposed to explain

how a myelin sheath might form in development. According to

the ‘‘carpet crawler’’ model (Bunge et al., 1961, 1989), the oligo-

dendrocyte forms a process that broadens and extends along

the entire axonal segment (the future internode) before it makes

one turn and moves underneath the growing sheet. However, at

least in the CNS, several morphological features of myelin are

incompatible with this model. In particular, it is clear from elec-

tron microscopic analysis that the number of myelin layers can

vary along the length of a single myelin sheath during its forma-

tion (Knobler et al., 1976). Moreover, themolecular forces neces-

sary to continuously displace myelin by newly made layers of

membrane from underneath might be too high. Some of these

shortcomings were reconciled in the ‘‘liquid croissant’’ (Sobottka
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et al., 2011) and the ‘‘yo-yo’’ model (D. Colman, personal

communication). In the latter case, myelin growth begins with a

single glial process that, after making axonal contact, spirally

encircles the future internode, followed by the lateral growth of

the individual membrane layers. However, because of the phys-

ical limitations of imaging such processes, it has not been

possible to experimentally support any of thesemodels of myelin

wrapping.

Here, by combining an array of techniques (in vivo live-imag-

ing, serial block-face imaging by focused ion beam, high-pres-

sure freezing, and a virus as a reporter), we show that myelin

growth occurs by the consecutive wrapping of the inner tongue

(leading edge) around the axon and the coordinated lateral

extension of the individual layers of myelin. Cytoplasmic sub-

domains at the end of each myelin layer remain in close contact

with the underlying axon moving laterally and around the axon

toward the future node, where they eventually form a set of

closely apposed ‘‘paranodal loops.’’ Together, our data eluci-

date mechanisms of myelin sheath morphogenesis and its regu-

lation throughout life.

RESULTS

Visualization of Nascent Myelin Sheath Morphogenesis
In Vivo
In order to visualize the dynamics of myelin sheath formation

in vivo, we included the zebrafish as a model organism, given

its amenability for high-resolution in vivo imaging (Kirby et al.,

2006). In order to resolve the initial wrapping events of CNS

myelination, we utilized the Tg(nkx2.2a:meGFP) line, which

expresses a membrane-tethered GFP in early myelinating oligo-

dendrocytes (Kirby et al., 2006; Czopka et al., 2013). We imaged

these early myelination events and plotted the fluorescence

intensity profiles along the length of 32 short (less than 10 mm

in length) nascent myelin sheaths and found that fluorescence

intensity was consistently higher in the central regions of the

sheaths relative to their ends (Figures 1A–1C; Figure S1 available

online). By electron microscopy (EM), we found that most of the

myelin sheaths with less than four wraps were still in an uncom-

pacted state (Figure S1). We hypothesized that the change in

fluorescence intensity might reflect differences in the number

of wraps of myelin membrane around the axon at different points

along the myelin sheath. In order to address this possibility, we

performed quantitative fluorescence intensity analyses of

deconvolved confocal images taken through single myelin

sheaths. This analysis revealed that the changes in fluorescence

intensity along the length of a myelin sheath did indeed occur in

quantal steps, suggesting differences in the number of wraps

of myelin membrane along the axon, rather than random

fluctuations of fluorescence signal intensity (Figure S1). When

measuring how fluorescence intensities moved over time, we

observed that along the axon not only the edges of the myelin

segments extended laterally but also did the step-like fluores-

cence patterns (Figures 1A, 1B, and S1). Such dynamic changes

in fluorescence intensity were only observed during the first few

hours following initiation of myelin sheath formation. At later

stages of myelin sheath maturation with a sheath length of

more than 10 mm (observed using Tg(mbp:EGFP-CAAX)), the
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fluorescence intensity profiles along the length of individual

sheaths were more complex, presumably because of an

increased number of wraps and the exclusion of membrane-

tethered GFP from the compact myelin sheaths (Figures 1D

and 1E). Quantification of 25 mature and longer myelin sheaths

showed that fluorescence intensity was on average uniform

along the length of such mature sheaths (Figure 1F).

Thus, myelin growth appears to start nonuniformly at the cen-

ter of nascent myelin sheaths and continues by lateral extension

of developing layers toward the future nodes, which is consistent

with a previous model of myelin growth (Sobottka et al., 2011).

Three-Dimensional Reconstruction of Growing Myelin
Sheaths
Because time-lapse imaging with light microscopy is not able to

resolve single myelin layers, we used electron microscopy to

investigate their spatial organization during myelination in

mice. We first analyzed mouse optic nerves at postnatal day

(P) 10, when myelin could be captured at all stages of growth

with a minimal amount of mature sheaths. For sample prepara-

tion we used high-pressure freezing (HPF) followed by freeze

substitution on fresh optic nerve to avoid artifacts typically intro-

duced by chemical fixation.

To understand the spatial organization of a growing myelin

sheath, we performed serial block-face imaging by focused-

ion beam milling in the SEM (FIB-SEM) to obtain high-resolution

three-dimensional reconstructions of the optic nerve at P10

(Figures 2A–2C). The imaged volumes comprised 16 3 14 3

40–55 mm (X, Y, Z) with a lateral resolution of 4–6 nm and a Z-res-

olution of 50 nm.

Within these volumes, we identified and reconstructed the

cytoplasm-rich areas of the developing myelin sheath of 45 indi-

vidual axons from three different animals to analyze the pattern of

myelin growth. A representative three-dimensional reconstruc-

tion of such myelinated fibers is shown in Figure 2, and Movie

S3 illustrates the typical features of a growing myelin sheath.

We found that the thickest part of myelin is found where the pro-

cess of the oligodendrocyte is connected to themyelin sheath. In

addition, we observed that the outermost membrane layer spans

the entire myelin segment length, with only minimal winding

around the developing sheath (depicted in purple in Figures 2A,

2B, and 2F). In contrast, the three-dimensional reconstructions

of the inner tongue clearly illustrate that it winds much more

frequently around the axon as compared to the outer tongue.

When following a myelinated segment from the thinnest part at

the lateral edge (two wraps: Figure 2D) toward the thickest part

at the center (11 wraps: Figure 2E), we observed that the average

lateral distance between the windings of two successive layers

was around 6 mm. A mirror pattern could be observed toward

the other end of the sheath (Figures 2Cand 2F).We could confirm

thesemorphological features using ultrathin longitudinal sections

of P10 optic nerve prepared for transmission electron micro-

scopy (TEM), where individual membrane layers of myelin were

discernible over an average distance of 20 mm (60 myelination

events from three different animals) (Figure 2G). On longitudinal

sections of the myelin sheath, the lateral endings of each individ-

ual layers appear as a cytoplasmic-rich edge. The distance be-

tween these lateral cytoplasmic-rich edges of the successive



Figure 1. Live Imaging of Myelin Formation in Zebrafish

(A) Visualization of the growth of a myelin segment in live Tg(nkx2.2a:meGFP) zebrafish for 500 min at 3 days postfertilization (dpf). The steps in fluorescence

intensity are pointed with arrowheads.

(B) Graphic representation of the relative fluorescence along the myelin segment over time shown in (A).

(C) Graph showing relative fluorescence intensity measurements for 32 nkx2.2a:mEGFP-expressing nascent myelin sheaths along their length. This indicates

higher average intensity at the center of sheaths relative to their ends. Bars show mean ± SD.

(D) Graph showing length of 32 myelin sheaths imaged using the nkx2.2a:mEGFP compared to 25 segments visualized in the mbp:EGFP-CAAX zebrafish line.

(E) Lateral view of a mbp:EGFP-CAAX-expressing mature myelin sheath at 4 dpf shows fluorescence intensity pattern along the maturing myelin segment.

Arrowheads point to areas of higher fluorescence intensity.

(F) Graph showing relative fluorescence intensity measurements for 25mbp:EGFP-CAAX-expressing mature myelin sheaths along their length. Scale bars, 1 mm.

See also Figure S1 and Movie S1.
layers along the length of the myelin sheath was �5.2 mm in

average (Figures 2G and S2). When we quantified the number

of myelin layers relative to their distance from the oligodendro-

cyte process, we found that the number was highest at the posi-

tion at which the oligodendrocyte process feeds into the myelin

sheath and became lower with increasing distance at both edges

of the growing myelin sheath (Figures 2C and 2G; Movie S4).

Next, we compared these early myelination profiles with later

stages of development. When myelin structure was investigated

on longitudinal sections at P23 and P60 (60 myelination profiles

from three different animals), the distance of the lateral cyto-

plasmic-rich edges of the successive layers along the length of

the myelin sheath increased from around 5.2 mm at P10, to

�34.2 mm at P23 and to �137.3 mm at P60 (Figure S2). Corre-

spondingly, when the formation of the paranodes during the

maturation of the myelin sheath was assessed, the distance

between successive cytoplasmic-rich edges of the layers was
continuously declining with time until the paranodal loops were

fully established at P60 (from �2.5 mm at P10 to �0.3 mm at

P23 and �0.2 mm at P60) (Figure S2).

Based on the shape of themyelin layers and their development

over time our model suggests that a growing myelin sheath

winds around the axon by an advancing inner tongue (under-

neath the previously deposited membrane) in the center of the

myelin segment. Concurrent to this radial growth of the sheath,

the layers extend laterally toward the node of Ranvier. This cor-

responds to our observations in live animals that membrane fluo-

rescence intensity is at first higher at the center of a myelin

sheath than at the lateral edges and evens with time.

Polarized Transport of the Vesicular Stomatitis Virus G
Protein to the Inner Tongue
EM reconstructions provide static images with high resolution,

and time-lapse imaging using light microscopy is not able to
Cell 156, 277–290, January 16, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 279



Figure 2. Three-Dimensional Reconstruction of Myelin Structure in High-Pressure Frozen Optic Nerves

(A–C) High-resolution 3D reconstruction of a forming myelin segment showing the structure of the inner and outer layers (green, axolemma; orange, inner tongue;

cyan, compacted myelin; purple, outer tongue). (B) The outer tongue is connected to the oligodendrocyte cell body (arrowhead), and the position at which the

outer tongue has made one turn is marked by an arrow. (C) The inner tongue coils around the axon from a two-wraps thick myelin sheath (red line; cross-section

shown in D) up to 11 wraps (white line; cross-section shown in E). Every turn is indicated by arrows pointing down and by arrows pointing up where the inner

tongue is unwinding toward the other end of the sheath. Scale bar, 10 mm.

(D) Cross-sectional image of the area indicated with a red line (myelin with two wraps).

(legend continued on next page)
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visualize adjacent myelin layers. We therefore sought out other

methods to resolve at subcellular resolution, where newly

synthesized membrane components are incorporated into the

growing myelin sheath. To visualize the site at which proteins

are integrated into the myelin sheath, a large amount of a

membrane-associated reporter protein needs to be generated

in a short time to allow for detection before the protein diffuses

away into the growing sheath. Therefore, we used the vesicular

stomatitis virus (VSV) to express glycoprotein G (VSV-G) as a

tool, a well-established reporter of membrane protein trafficking

within the biosynthetic pathway (Farquhar, 1985). To directly

analyze the trafficking, first cultured oligodendrocytes were

infected with VSV and analyzed at 2, 3, and 4 hr postinfection.

At 2 hr postinfection VSV-G accumulated within the cell body

and the cytoplasmic channels of the sheet in the Golgi-complex

and in vesicular structures, but did not yet reach the membrane

surface (Figure S3). Starting at 3 hr postinfection, VSV-G

was detectable at the cell surface and, interestingly, showed

enrichment at the F-actin-rich rim of the cell (Figure S3). The

enrichment at the rim was not due to a larger membrane area,

e.g., membrane folds, because the comparison to cells at 4 hr

postinfection revealed that this enrichment diminished over

time (Figure S3). Therefore, we conclude that insertion of VSV-

G did not occur randomly in the cell but occurred selectively in

the most distal region, from which the proteins can diffuse back-

ward into the sheets.

We next investigated whether we could also use this

system in vivo by localizing VSV-G or virus budding sites in

myelinating oligodendrocytes. High-titer stocks of VSV were

injected into the corpus callosum of P21 and P60 mice that

were sacrificed 3 and 6 hr later. Immunoelectron microscopy

at 3 and 6 hr postinfection showed that large amounts of

VSV-G preferentially accumulated in the inner tongue mem-

brane of the myelin sheath and much less in the outer tongue

(Figures 3A, 3E, and S3). The antibody used was of high

specificity, as no background staining could be observed in

control-injected animals (Figure 3D). At 6 hr postinfection, this

preferential distribution of the VSV-G at the inner tongue had

increased even further (Figure S3). In addition, after 6 hr of

infection, we observed an accumulation of viral particles at

the inner tongue of the growing myelin sheath (Figure S3). In

contrast, when VSV was injected into the corpus callosum of

mice at P60 when myelin biogenesis is terminated, most of

the labeling was found in the outer tongue, and there was

hardly any VSV-G labeling at the inner tongue at 6 hr postinfec-

tion (Figures 3B and 3C).

Our results suggest that membrane trafficking in myelinating

oligodendrocytes is polarized as new membrane protein is

targeted and selectively inserted at the inner tongue of the

growing myelin sheath.
(E) Cross-sectional image of the area indicated with a white line (myelin with 11

(F) Average distance between two lateral cytoplasmic-rich edges of successive m

with 45 different axons; ***p < 0,001, t test).

(G) Representative myelin sheath of P10 mouse optic nerve obtained by serial sec

to the lateral edge of successive myelin layers, each in a different color. (a–d) In th

followed along the segment; the position of the zoomed areas is shown as a box

See also Figure S2 and Movies S2, S3, and S4.
Cytoplasmic Channels Provide Direct Connections to
the Leading Edge
Amyelin growth zone at the inner tongue would require transport

of newly synthesized membrane components from the soma

through the oligodendroglial process. In principle, vesicles could

traffic through cytoplasmic channels from the outside to the

inside of the sheath along the helical coil that we have defined.

In the peripheral nervous system (PNS) an additional connection

of the outer and inner tongues of myelin is provided by the

Schmidt-Lanterman incisures, but these structures have rarely

been observed in CNS myelin (Blakemore, 1969; Hildebrand

et al., 1993). However, in this study we used high-pressure

freezing and freeze substitution to better preserve the native

myelin structure for electron microscopy in order to analyze

the prevalence of cytoplasmic channels. Surprisingly, using

thismethod, we observed at the peak ofmyelination (P10) a large

number of myelin sheaths with cytoplasmic channels, providing

a short connection from the outer and inner tongue of myelin

(Figures 4A–4C). There was a gradual reduction of these cyto-

plasmic channels with the further development of the myelin

sheaths (Figure 4C). At P60 they had almost completely disap-

peared (Figure 4C). At P10 vesicular structures were frequently

observed within the cytoplasmic channels, as well as in the inner

and outer tongue, covering �12% of the cytoplasmic area

(Figure S4). Later in development, concomitant with the disap-

pearance of the cytoplasmic channels, there was a dramatic

decrease in the cytoplasmic area coveredby vesicles (Figure S4).

The three-dimensional reconstruction of a representative myeli-

nation profile at P10 shows a cytoplasmic channel system (Fig-

ure 4D, in red) that runs through a compact myelin sheath and

ends at two points in the inner tongue (Figures 4E and 4F).

Furthermore, the three-dimensional reconstructions based

on the serial block face imaging data set show that some cyto-

plasmic channels appear to run into and end within myelin

outfoldings (Figures 4E and 4G). Myelin outfoldings (Figures 4G

and 4H), also termed ‘‘redundant myelin,’’ have previously

been considered pathological features associated with different

myelin diseases, including dysmyelinating neuropathies (Pereira

et al., 2012). Here, we find that 6.5%of themyelinated axons had

outfoldings in cross-section analysis of P10 optic nerve (Fig-

ure 4I). Based on the three-dimensional reconstruction with

serial block face imaging, we determined that outfoldings have

a width of around 10 mm; because a myelin sheath has an

average length of around 100 mm,we then estimated that at least

half of the myelinated segments should have outfoldings at P10

in the optic nerve. Interestingly, myelin outfoldings almost

completely disappeared at P60 (Figure 4I). The disappearance

of the myelin outfodings correlated with the formation of the

radial component by Claudin-11, a tight-junction component

that fixes the adjacent layers of myelin membrane (Figure S4).
wraps).

yelin layers of the inner and outer tongue. Bars showmean ± SD (n = 3 animals

tioning of high-pressure frozen tissue and imaged by TEM. An arrow is pointing

e enlarged areas the individual myelin layers are marked by different colors and

. Scale bar, 5 mm.
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Figure 3. Tracking Membrane Trafficking Using the Vesicular Stomatitis Virus G Protein In Vivo

(A and B) High-titer stocks of VSV were injected into the corpus callosum of P21 and P60 mice. The subcellular localization of VSV-G in the myelin sheath was

determined by immunoelectron microscopy 6 hr after infection at P21 (A) and P60 (B) mice (orange, inner tongue; purple, outer tongue).

(C) Quantification of the VSV-G labeling distribution within the different domains of the myelin sheath at P21 and P60. Bars showmean ± SD (n = 3; 100 axon per

animal; ***p < 0.001, t test).

(D) No background staining of the VSV-G antibody after control injections without virus into the corpus callosum at P21.

(E) Localization of VSV-G at the inner layers in longitudinal section of P21 corpus callosum 6 hr after VSV injection. Scale bars, 200 nm; gold size, 10 nm.

See also Figure S3.
Together, these observations support the idea that the

cytoplasmic channels are involved in facilitating the efficient

delivery of membrane material to the active growth zone of

the inner layers, which in some cases leads to transient focal

hypermyelination as seen by the generation ofmyelin outfoldings

(Figure S4).

Regulation of Myelin Growth by PI(3,4,5)P3 In Vivo
Taken together, our data suggest that newly synthesized myelin

membrane is directed through a system of cytoplasmic channels

toward the inner tongue before fusing with the growing myelin

sheath. If this is true, we should be able to affect the size and

abundance of cytoplasmic channels by stimulating myelin

growth. Indeed, the growth of the myelin sheath in vivo was

associated with a larger inner but not a larger outer tongue

when compared to later stages of development (Figures 5A

and 5B). A key pathway that regulates myelin growth is the

PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling pathway (Flores et al., 2008; Tyler

et al., 2009; Goebbels et al., 2010).

Thus, we analyzed whether PI(3,4,5)P3 elevation in vivo would

influence the frequency of cytoplasmic channels and the size
282 Cell 156, 277–290, January 16, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.
of the inner tongue and, in so doing, promote myelin growth.

Indeed, when myelin was analyzed in the optic nerves after con-

ditional inactivation of Pten, which leads to PI(3,4,5)P3 elevation

atP23andP60, amuch larger inner tongueandmorecytoplasmic

channelswere observed as compared to the control,whereas the

size of the outer tongue was unaffected (Figures 5C, 5D, and

5H–5J). In addition, when we investigated myelin structure on

longitudinal sections at P23 and P60, we found that in contrast

to wild-type animals, where the cytoplasmic-rich edges had

assembled into paranodes, a large number of cytoplasmic-rich

edges were still found along the length of the myelin sheath in

Pten-deficient mice (Figures 5E and 5F). Furthermore, the area

covered by vesicular profiles within the uncompacted areas of

the myelin sheath was much higher in the Pten-deficient mice

as compared to wild-type at P23 and P60 (Figure 5G). Thus, all

of the key morphological features observed in the developing

myelin sheaths of wild-type animals that are lost in mature adult

sheaths reappear in the adult hypermyelinating Pten mutants,

confirming a role of these features in myelin growth.

We also asked whether reinitiation of myelin growth

involves the reopening of these channels after completion



of developmental myelination. To test this, we analyzed

Ptenflox/flox*Plp1-CreERT2 mice 4 weeks after tamoxifen-

induced conditional inactivation of Pten in oligodendrocytes at

P100. We found in the optic nerve that a large number of

channels reappeared (Figures 5K and 5L), at a time when the

number ofmyelin wrapswas unaltered (Figure 5M). To determine

whether the opening of the channels was followed by an increase

in myelin wrapping, we analyzed Ptenflox/flox*Plp1-CreERT2

mice 12 weeks after tamoxifen injection. Indeed, we did observe

that, in addition to an increase of cytoplasmic channels, myelin

was significantly thicker, suggesting that reopening of the

cytoplasmic channels precedes renewedmyelin growth (Figures

5N and 5O). Thus, the cytoplasmic channels appear to be

dynamic and have the potential to reopen after the develop-

mental program is terminated.

Regulation of Membrane Trafficking by PI(3,4,5)P3 to
the Leading Edge In Vitro
We next asked whether PI(3,4,5)P3 regulates membrane traf-

ficking in oligodendrocytes. To this end, we turned to cell culture

experiments and first confirmed that the size of the cellular rim of

cultured oligodendrocytes increased during cellular growth and

was enriched in F-actin, PI(3,4,5)P3 and Phospho-Akt (Fig-

ure S5). In order to verify that the outer rim of an oligodendrocyte

in culture corresponds to the inner tongue of myelin in vivo, we

analyzed whether there was a similar enrichment of F-actin in

the inner tongue of the myelin sheath in the mouse during the

active phase of myelination. Indeed, F-actin colocalized in a

patch-like structure with MAG, which resides at the adaxonal

membrane, but to a lesser extent withMBP, amarker of compact

myelin (Figure S5), as described in the PNS (Trapp et al., 1989). In

contrast, at P60 when the active growth phase of myelin has

passed, F-actin was undetectable (Figure S5). Next, we deter-

mined whether the size of the outer rim/leading edge is influ-

enced by the PI(3,4,5)P3/Akt signaling pathway. By applying a

panel of well-characterized inhibitors or activators, we found

that inhibition of PI(3,4,5)P3/Akt signaling resulted in thinning

of the leading edge, whereas the activation using a PTEN

inhibitor had the opposite effect (Figure S5). We then asked

whether PI(3,4,5)P3 directly guides membrane trafficking in

oligodendrocytes and applied a method to artificially polarize

cell growth. Electrical signals are known to regulate cell

migration by the activation of PTEN-dependent signaling and

polarized elevation of PI(3,4,5)P3 (Zhao et al., 2006). When

oligodendrocytes were cultured in a physiological electric field

(1 V/cm for 2.5 hr), we observed that Phospho-Akt distribution

was found polarized toward the cathode in 70% of the cells

(Figure S5). When cells were infected with VSV and membrane

trafficking was followed 3 hr postinfection, the targeting of

VSV-G occurred preferentially toward the cathode (Figure S5).

Thus, our results demonstrate that membrane trafficking of

VSV-G is not random but polarized toward a growing edge in

cultured oligodendrocytes.

Regulation of Myelin Membrane Compaction by MBP
and CNP
In addition to the membrane transport along the biosynthetic

pathway, cytoplasmic components also need to be delivered
to myelin. MBP is the major cytoplasmic component of myelin

and is known to mediate the compaction of the cytoplasmic

leaflets of the myelin lamellae, a process that excludes most

cytoplasm from the developing myelin sheath and which is

necessary to provide myelin with the crucial physical stability

for myelin membrane wrapping (Figure S6). As previously shown

in multiple electron microscopy analysis of myelin (Hildebrand

et al., 1993), compaction is fast and starts early in development

after a few wraps. To analyze the process of myelin compaction

in more detail, we investigated the extent of compaction at the

age of 10, 14, and 21 days in the optic nerves of wild-type and

heterozygote shiverer mice in which myelin compaction is

expected to occur slower because of decreased MBP expres-

sion levels. In wild-type nerves studied at P10, 12% of myelin-

ated axons were not yet fully ‘‘compacted’’ (Figures 6A and

6B). Our high-resolution EM analyses showed that compaction

almost invariably appears first in the outermost layers of myelin

(Figure S6), suggesting that the addition of new layers by the

growth of the inner tongue occurs faster than the MBP-mediated

compaction. Importantly, in optic nerves of heterozygote

shiverer mice, more myelin sheaths with uncompacted wraps

were detected. In addition, the number of compactedmembrane

layers in relation to the total number of myelin layers was lower

compared to wild-type at P10 and P14 (Figure S6). At the age

of P21, no significant differences were detectable between these

genotypes (Figure 6B).

MBP mRNA is transported to the growing tip of oligodendrog-

lial processes (Ainger et al., 1993), and translation of MBP is

induced at the innermost myelin layers that are in contact with

the axon (Colman et al., 1982; Trapp et al., 1987; Wake et al.,

2011; Laursen et al., 2011). However, when we analyzed the

subcellular distribution of MBP protein in the myelin sheath by

immunoelectron microscopy, the levels of MBP were 4-fold

lower in the inner uncompacted wraps as compared to the outer

compacted layers (Figures 6C and 6D). Thus, we hypothesized

that there must be active mechanisms that prevent myelin

compaction at the innermost regions of myelin. Because these

noncompacted wraps were enriched in CNP (Figure S6), we

analyzed their role in this process. Indeed, when the optic nerves

of heterozygote and homozygotes CNP deficient mice were

examined by high-pressure freezing EM at P10, a dramatic

reduction of the uncompacted myelin wraps were observed.

Whereas �12% of myelin sheaths contained uncompacted

wraps in wild-type mice, there was a reduction to �4% in

CNP +/� and to less than 1% in CNP �/� mice (Figure 6E).

Thus, our results show that the equilibrium of CNP and MBP

levels appears to regulate the speed of compaction in early

development. Hence, we conclude that the rapid extension of

the innermost tongue during myelin growth, together with the

accumulation of CNP between these newly synthesized layers,

prevent the premature compaction of myelin byMBP at the lead-

ing edge.

DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to answer a fundamental question of

axon-glia interactions in the vertebrate nervous system: how

does an oligodendrocyte ‘‘wrap’’ its plasma membrane around
Cell 156, 277–290, January 16, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 283



Figure 4. Cytoplasmic Channels and Myelin Outfoldings Appear Transiently in Developing Myelin Sheaths

(A and B) Longitudinal and cross-sections of P10 optic nerve myelinated axons showing cytoplasmic channels within the compact myelin indicated by arrow

heads. Scale bar, 200 nm.

(C) Percent of myelin sheaths with cytoplasmic channels at P10, P14, P21, and P60. Bars show mean ± SD (n = 3; 200 axons per animal; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,

t test).

(legend continued on next page)
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the axon? In this study we have combined data from very

different experimental approaches that have led us to a model

of myelinmembrane growth in the central nervous system, which

is summarized in Figures 7, S7, and Movie S5: we suggest that

myelin grows by two coordinated motions: the wrapping of the

leading edge at the inner tongue in a triangle-like shape around

the axon underneath the previously deposited membrane,

together with the lateral extension of myelin membrane layers

toward the nodal regions. In this model, the lateral cytoplasmic

domains of each myelin layer are always in contact with the

axonal surface and move in a continuous helical manner toward

the future node, where they align and form the paranodal loops.

An elaborated system of cytoplasmic channels within com-

pacted myelin provides shortcuts for the transport of membrane

to the growth zone at the inner tongue in the developing myelin

sheath. Most channels appear transiently in development at

the most intense phase of membrane growth and are regulated

by PI(3,4,5)P3 levels.

We used electron microscopy of high-pressure frozen sam-

ples and three-dimensional reconstruction based on serial block

face to obtain snapshots of myelin ultrastructure during develop-

ment of the optic nerve. We find that the innermost layer of

myelin has the shortest lateral extension, whereas the layers

toward the top of the myelin sheath build up in size with each

consecutive wrap. Previous studies using light microscopy

have observed a coil of an average periodicity of 5.7 to 7 mm

along the internodal dimension (Pedraza et al., 2009; Sobottka

et al., 2011; Ioannidou et al., 2012). This has led to the suggestion

that myelin extends as a coil, twisting across the axon in a cork-

screw motion (Pedraza et al., 2009), or that myelin thickening is

achieved by forming new layers on to top of the inner ones in a

‘‘croissant-like’’ manner (Sobottka et al., 2011). One limitation

of these studies is that they are almost entirely based on light

microscopy. However, in our three-dimensional EM reconstruc-

tions we neither detect a serpent-like process coiling around the

axon nor a ‘‘croissant-like’’ structure. A possible explanation for

the conclusions of the previous studies could be the time point at

which myelination was analyzed. In the very initial stage, the

myelin layers may indeed show overlapping profiles at the sur-

face of the forming sheath. However, we find that during myelin

growth, the outermost myelin layer is continuous along the entire

length of the sheath. The pattern of the coiling helix arises from

the organization of the inner layers of myelin within the myelin

sheath along the axon. In addition, and as has been noted previ-

ously (Webster, 1971; Knobler et al., 1976), the nonuniform thick-

ness of the growing myelin internode is also incompatible with a

‘‘carpet crawler’’-type of model in which myelin grows uniformly

around the axon. A major limitation of all of the previously pro-
(D) Three-dimensional organization of the cytoplasmic channels (red, cytopalsm

(thick arrow signals the location the oligodendrocyte process). Scale bar, 10 mm

(E and F) Model and electron microscopy views of the area at which the cytoplasm

Scale bar, 500 nm.

(G) Spatial organization of cytoplasmic channels (red) running inside the outfoldin

head).

(H) Cross-section morphology of myelin outfolding (arrowheads) in P10 high-pre

(I) Amount of myelin outfoldings in myelinated fibers in optic nerves between P10

t test).

See also Figure S4.
posed models is that the leading edge was not defined. By using

a virus as a reporter, wewere able to followmembrane trafficking

within the forming myelin sheath and define the inner tongue

as the growth zone.

In addition, to membrane transport via the biosynthetic secre-

tory pathway, cytoplasmic components need to be delivered to

myelin. MBP is themajor cytoplasmic component, and its mRNA

is transported in cytoplasmic granules to myelin, where the local

translation of MBP is initiated and the compaction of the cyto-

plasmic surfaces triggered (Colman et al., 1982). We observed

that the targeting and the deposition of myelin membrane com-

ponents are spatially separated in the growing myelin sheath.

Whereas vesicular transport is directed toward the inner tongue

of the myelin sheath, MBP-mediated compaction occurs first in

the outer layers and moves inward with time. We propose that

even if MBP is synthesized in the front, compaction is not fast

enough to keep up with the rapid extension of the innermost

tongue during myelin growth. In addition, we identified CNP, a

protein previously implicated in maintaining axonal integrity

(Lappe-Siefke et al., 2003), as a factor that delays myelin

compaction. In the absence of CNP, myelin compaction ap-

peared to proceed faster and extend to the inmost layers of

the myelin sheath. These data are consistent with previous

work in a transgenic mouse line, showing that overexpression

of CNP results in areas that lack myelin compaction (Gravel

et al., 1996). Taken together, we hypothesize that MBP is syn-

thesized in the distal (close to the axon) areas of myelin, followed

by its diffusion backward to the outermost area at which

compaction is initiated. Once MBP is bound to the two adjacent

cytoplasmic surfaces, it polymerizes into fibrous network,

thereby greatly reducing its mobility and establishing a nucle-

ation point for myelin membrane zippering (Aggarwal et al.,

2013). This fusion of the adjacent cytoplasmic surfaces of the

myelin bilayer is necessary to provide myelin with the crucial

physical stability for myelin membrane wrapping. We hypo-

thesize that myelin wrapping is maintained by tightly regulating

growth and compaction together to ensure that a stable (Toyama

et al., 2013) and tightly condensed membrane is driven multiple

times around the axon.

Another important question is how membrane trafficking is

polarized toward the leading edge. PI3-kinase activation and

its lipid product PI(3,4,5)P3 are known to play instructive roles

in cell polarization by recruiting and activating the small

RhoGTPases at the leading edge (Ridley, 2011). Axonal signal

may also regulate myelin growth. Electrical activity, for example,

influences myelination in the CNS, possibly by effectors, such as

neurotransmitters, ATP, ions, or growth factors (Barres and Raff,

1993; Demerens et al., 1996; Fields and Stevens-Graham, 2002).
ic channels; orange, inner tongue; green, axolemma) along the myelin sheath

.

ic channels (red) reach the inner tongue (arrowhead: position of the EM views).

g and reaching the inner tongue at the lateral end of the outfolding (red arrow

ssure frozen optic nerve (star labels the axon with a normal myelin sheath).

and P60. Bars show mean ± SD (n = 3; 200–800 axons per animal; *p < 0.05,
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We found that an electrical field was sufficient to polarize the

leading edge and membrane trafficking toward the cathode.

Such electrical fields might be generated by the local accumula-

tion of K+ when released from spiking axons.

Anotherway to guidemembrane trafficking to the leading edge

is provided by the cytoplasmic channels with the myelin sheath.

The detection of numerous cytoplasmic channels in developing

myelin was unexpected, as Schmidt-Lantermann incisures-like

structures were not thought to be abundant in CNS myelin

(Bunge, 1968). An important technical advancement that made

the visualization of cytoplasmic channels possible was high-

pressure freezing of fresh tissue for electron microscopy, which

results in preservation of tissue architecture close to native state.

Injection of fluorescent dyes into freshly isolated spinal cord sli-

ces has also revealed an extensive network of interconnected

cytoplasmic pockets in myelin (Velumian et al., 2011).

Recent studies suggest that activity dependent myelination

should not only be considered in development (Wake et al.,

2011) but also be considered in nervous system plasticity in

postnatal development and adulthood (Liu et al., 2012; Makino-

dan et al., 2012; Young et al., 2013). Notably, social isolation

reportedly impairs myelination in the prefrontal cortex in young

mice, whereas social reintegration is sufficient to normalize

myelin formation (Liu et al., 2012). Consistent with the concept

of adult myelin plasticity, myelin growth can be experimentally

reactivated even if the developmental program has been termi-

nated (Goebbels et al., 2010). Here, we show that the cyto-

plasmic channels reopen when PI(3,4,5)P3 levels are increased

in the adult mice, which was followed by an increase in myelin

thickness. Thus, this elaborated network of interconnected tun-

nels is dynamic and provides a means to transport molecules

through the internode even in fully developed myelin sheaths.

One interesting question is how the formation of the cytoplasmic

channels is regulated. An attractive hypothesis is that PI(3,4,5)P3

induces local actin polymerization at the cytoplasmic leaflet of

the myelin bilayer, which covers and protects myelin from being

compacted by MBP. It is possible that there is a tug-of-war-type

regulation of the cytoplasmic channels by PI(3,4,5)P3 effectors,

such as the actin cytoskeleton, possibly in association with

CNP, holding MBP from membrane compaction.
Figure 5. Regulation of Cytoplasmic Channels, Inner Tongue Size, and

(A) Electron micrograph of high-pressure frozen wild-type optic nerve showing la

(B) Relative size of the inner and outer tongue area to the axonal area between P

(C) Electron micrograph of P60 conditional Pten-deficient mice (Pten KO; Ptenflo

(D) Relative size of the inner and outer tongue area to the axonal area at P23 and

(E) Longitudinal view of P60 Pten mutant optic nerve shows the short lateral d

cytoplasmic channels within the compact myelin (black arrow heads).

(F) Average distance between two lateral cytoplasmic-rich edges of successive

(G) Quantification of the area covered by vesicular structures in Pten-deficient anim

Figure S4).

(H) Electronmicrograph ofmyelin from conditionalPten-deficientmice (PtenKO;P

*Cnp1-Cre/+) at P60 (arrowheads pointing at colored cytoplasmic channels).

(I and J) Amount ofmyelin sheaths with cytoplasmic channels in cross-sections an

(K) Electron micrograph of optic nerve myelin after tamoxifen-induced condition

compared to the control (arrowhead pointing at colored cytoplasmic channels).

(L–O) Amount of myelin sheaths with cytoplasmic channels in cross-sections and

conditional inactivation ofPten for 4 weeks (L andM) and for 12 weeks (N andO). B

axons per animals for F; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, t test).

See also Figure S5.
We show that some cytoplasmic channels end within the

myelin outfoldings, and we therefore propose that myelin

outfoldings form by the preferential delivery of membrane

through cytoplasmic channels into the inner tongue, resulting

in focal accumulation of excess membrane that extends out-

ward. Thesemyelin outfoldings have previously been considered

pathological features associated with different myelin diseases,

including dysmyelinating neuropathies. Here, however, we

clearly show that myelin outfoldings are part of the normal

development of myelin in the optic nerve. When cytoplasmic

channels close, these outfoldings may slowly spread out

because of the fluidity of the membrane. Thus, outfoldings may

serve as membrane reservoirs to allow the completion of the

lateral growth of the layers and secure unperturbed radial growth

of the myelinated axon itself, which would explain their gradual

disappearance later in life.

Taken together, we have used an in-depth, integrated

approach of advanced imaging at the light and electron micro-

scopic level to dissect the morphogenesis of myelin membrane

wrapping. Combined with the discovery of the previously

unknown growth zone of myelin and of transient cytoplasmic

channels in myelin that allow membrane trafficking toward

the growing tip, our observations lead to a model of myelin

wrapping. This model not only fills a gap in our understanding

of myelin biogenesis in brain development but also sheds light

on myelin pathology in various neurological diseases in which

myelination is perturbed.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Full details are provided in the Extended Experimental Procedures.

Fish Husbandry

The transgenic zebrafish lines Tg(nkx2.2a:mEGFP) and Tg(mbp:EGFP-CAAX)

were used in this study. The imaging is described in the Extended Experi-

mental Procedures.

Mice and Primary Cell Culture

The generation of PTEN cre/+ flox/floxPten and CNP mutant mice has been

described previously (Goebbels et al., 2010; Lappe-Siefke et al., 2003). The

shiverer mice lacking MBP were maintained on a C57Bl6 background. The
Myelin Sheath Growth by PI(3,4,5)P3 Levels

rger inner tongue at P14 (stars) as compared to P60. Scale bar, 200 nm.

10 and P60.
x/flox *Cnp1-Cre/+) optic nerve showing enlarged inner tongues (stars).

P60 for the Pten mutant (wild-type P60 data from B for comparison).

istances between successive inner layers (white arrow heads) and the large

myelin layers at P23 and P60 for the Pten mutant compared to wild-type.

als as compared to wild-type at P23 and P60 (data used for wild-type are from

tenflox/flox *Cnp1-Cre/+) optic nerve compared to the control (Control;Ptenflox/wt

dmeasurement of themyelin thickness in control andPtenmutant optic nerves.

al inactivation for 4 weeks of Ptenflox/flox*Plp1-CreERT2 mice in the adult (P60)

Scale bar, 500 nm.

measurement of the myelin thickness in control and after tamoxifen-induced

ars shown in all graphs are themean ±SD (n = 3; 100–200 axons per animal; 20
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Figure 6. Myelin Compaction from the

Outer to the Inner Layers Is Regulated by

MBP and CNP Levels

(A) Cross-section of P10 wild-type myelin sheath

with outer layers compacted (black arrows) and

inner layers noncompacted (white arrows).

(B) Amount of myelinated axons with noncom-

pacted layers in wild-type and shiverer heterozy-

gote (Shiv ± ) optic nerves between P10 and P21.

(C) Immunoelectron micrograph for MBP of a

partially compactedmyelin sheathofP10wild-type

optic nerve (black arrows pointing at compacted

layers and white arrows to the noncompacted

layers). Scale bars; 200 nm; gold size, 10 nm.

(D) Quantification of MBP labeling per mm of

membrane in the compacted and noncompacted

layers of P10 wild-type myelin sheaths.

(E) Amount of myelinated axons with non-

compacted layers in wild-type, Shiv ±, CNP ±,

and CNP �/� at P10. Bars show mean ± SD (n =

3–5; 120–200 axons per animal; **p < 0.01, ***p <

0.001, t test).

See also Figure S6.
primary oligodendrocyte cell culture was prepared as described previously

(Aggarwal et al., 2013).

Electron Microscopy

Mice were killed by cervical dislocation, and freshly extracted optic nerves

were cryofixed using a high-pressure freezer HPM100 (Leica) and further pro-

cessed by freeze substitution and EPON-embedding following the ‘‘tannic

acid-OsO4 protocol’’ described in Möbius et al. (2010). Cross- and longitudinal

ultrathin sections were obtained with an Ultracut S ultramicrotome (Leica) and

contrasted as described previously (Möbius et al., 2010). Sections were

imaged using a LEO 912 Omega electron microscope (Zeiss) equipped with

an on-axis 2k CCD camera (TRS). Three to five animals were used for each

analysis. On cross-sections, five to ten randomly selected areas of 150 mm2

were imaged per animal in which 100 to 300 myelinated axon profiles with

four or more myelin wraps were counted. For the assessment of the number
288 Cell 156, 277–290, January 16, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.
of wraps for shiverer �/� and control all myelin-

ated optic nerves were analyzed. For morpholog-

ical analysis on longitudinal sections, at least 20

myelinated axonal segments of 10–30 mm were

assessed per animal.

Preparation of optic nerves for immunoelectron

microscopy and immunolabeling of Tokuyasu

sections of 50 nm were performed as described

previously (Werner et al., 2007). In brief, optic

nerves were freshly removed and immersion fixed

in 4% formaladehyde, 0.25% glutaraldehyde (EM

grade, Science Services) in phosphate buffer

(pH 7.3) as described in Möbius et al. (2010). After

a few hours of fixation, the nerves were embedded

in 10% gelatin (Twee Torens), infiltrated in 2.3 M

sucrose overnight, mounted onto aluminum pins,

and frozen in lN2. Tokuyasusections were pre-

pared with a UC6 cryoultramicrotome (Leica) and

a cryoimmuno diamond knife (Diatome). For spinal

cord samples, mice at the age of 4 and 60 days

were perfused transcardially with the same fixative

described above. Then the spinal cord was care-

fully dissected and postfixed for 12 hr in 4% para-

formaldehyde. The thoracic spinal cord portion

was extracted from the bones and further pro-
cessed for immunoelectron microscopy. We collected 400 nm thick Tokuyasu

sections of the spinal cord ventral column on a super frost microscopic slice

and processed them for immunofluorescence staining.

Immunolabeling of ultrathin (50 nm) Tokuyasu sections was performed as

described in Peters and Pierson (2008) using antibodies directed against

(VSV-G, MBP, and CNP). Rabbit polyclonal antibodies were detected using

protein A gold (10 nm, CMC). Monoclonal antibodies were also detected

with protein A gold after incubation with a bridging antibody raised in rabbit.

The quantification of the VSV-G labelingwas performed in the corpus callosum

on 100 axons wrapped by infectedmyelin sheath in three littermate animals for

the two following conditions: 3 and 6 hr after VSV injection.

Serial Block Face Imaging and 3D Modeling Software

Serial block face imaging data were obtained on a Helios Nanolab 650 dual

beam scanning electron microscope equipped with a focused ion beam,



Figure 7. Model of Myelin Biogenesis in the

CNS

(A–D) Model of a developing myelin sheath in

wrapped, unwrapped, and cross-section views.

The unwrapped representation shows the geom-

etry and the development of the sheath and the

localization of the cytoplasmic channels, which

connect the cell body and the growth zone at the

inner tongue. The growth zone is colored in pink,

and the compacted myelin is in dark violet. The

wrapped representation shows the position of the

layers when wrapped around the axon. The cross-

sections show the state of compaction during

myelin growth.

See also Figure S7 and Movie S5.
and images were obtained with a 2.0 kV electron beam using the back scatter

electron (BSE) mode (immersion lens). The block faces were imaged using the

slice and view software with a dwell time of 3 ms. Total volumes of 163 13.83

40–55 mm3 were recorded with a x/y pixel size of 4–6 nm during 4–7 days of

acquisition in each sample. The alignment, segmentation, and three-dimen-

sional (3D) reconstruction was performed using the Amira and the IMOD soft-

ware (Kremer et al., 1996). Models derived from the experimental data were

drawn in the Corel Draw 5 software suite.

VSV Injections

For intracerbral (i.c.) infection, mice were anesthetized using isoflurane inhala-

tion anesthesia. i.c. inoculation (10 ml) was performed using a 28G insulin

syringe over a period of 3 min. Solution contains VSV in balanced salt solution

and 0.3% of monostral blue. The latter was added for better visualization of the

injection side for histological processing. Following i.c. injection, animals were

euthanized either 3 or 6 hr later by intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital and

transcardially perfused with 4% PFA. Subsequently, brains were dissected,

and small pieces of cortex with corpus callosum were postfixed with PFA for

4 hr and further processed for immunoelectron microscopy.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, seven

figures, and five movies and can be found with this article online at http://dx.

doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2013.11.044.
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